Mohegan Sun Invites Travelers To Play And Stay
The luxurious two tower hotel at Mohegan Sun allows guests the flexibility to stay for a
quick escape or indulge in a weekend getaway.

The Sky Tower and Earth Tower

combined boast 1,563 spacious and elegantly appointed guest rooms and over 175
suites, Mohegan Sun offers guests the opportunity to leisurely experience a wide variety
of fine dining, entertainment and nearby attractions.
Like the rest of Mohegan Sun, the 34-story Mohegan Sun hotel exterior and interior reflect
Mohegan Tribal stories, traditions and designs as well as the Tribe’s affinity with nature.
The gleaming, crystalline tower pays homage to the natural materials the Mohegans
used to fashion arrowheads and the ceremonial objects that acknowledged good spirits,
such as rock and smoky quartz. Its glass curtain-wall system gently reflects the landscape,
while the building’s geometric shape and large windows provide panoramic views of the
Thames River and surrounding New England countryside. The building’s faceted form
and exterior glass reflect the daily sun as well as its shifting light when the seasons change.
Guests can also conduct business within the privacy of their own rooms at Mohegan Sun,
where deluxe amenities and sweeping views of the New England countryside or Thames
River make each stay a memorable one.
Standing 34-stories tall with 1,200 luxury guest rooms and suites, Sky Tower at Mohegan
Sun has been expertly designed to set a new standard of excellence. Experience a
combination of stunning décor and impeccable service. Measuring a minimum of 450
square feet, each room contains either a king or two double queen beds, relaxing lounge
chairs and spacious marble bathrooms.
Even more ways to stay and play at Mohegan Sun! Experience the all-new Earth Tower,
opened in November 2016! Your plush guest room boasts luxury amenities from a
spacious marble bathroom to ultra-fast WiFi and in-room technology. Explore the lobby's

outdoor patio, relax by cozy fire pits and enjoy a drink at the Bean and Vine Café & Wine
Bar.

